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KEY=UNACCOUNTED - GLOVER HOLLAND
In Covenant with Ezra Createspace Independent Publishing Platform He's an Oxonian, licensed therapist, and man of
faith, preparing to take over the largest Pentecostal church in New York. She's an around-the-way girl from Harlem,
struggling with three jobs and school to make ends meet for so many. So, what could they possibly have in common?
Find out how Ezra Carmichael and Lex Grier make a covenant, creating a sphere for both their worlds to harmonize. In
Love with Ezra Bonded with Ezra Createspace Independent Publishing Platform "Trinity..." He devised a speciﬁc road
map of how they'd carry out their covenant-without input from her. She determined she needed to chart a new course
in order to stay true to herself. Perhaps Ezra has been wrong about his gift from above. Maybe Lex has bitten oﬀ more
than she can chew. At this fork in the road will they continue their detour, or will they ﬁnd middle ground and a
covenant that keeps them bonded for life? Disclaimer: This series is for mature audiences ONLY. There are three
installments to the "Love Unaccounted" series. This installment is a full-length novel that contains profanity, erotica,
acts of bondage, domination, and violence. If you do not like dark, racy romance between your pages this book is not
for you." In Love with Ezra Createspace Independent Publishing Platform They made covenant. They're married.
Beloved's moved in. What now? Flip the pages to see how Lex and Ezra acclimatize two polar opposite worlds into one.
Can that sphere they agreed to harmonize be a safe place for Lex to survive? Will Ezra realize she isn't the gift he
perceived after all? Disclaimer: This series is for mature audiences ONLY. There are three installments to the "Love
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Unaccounted" series. This installment is a full-length novel that contains profanity, erotica, acts of bondage,
domination, and violence. It ends on a cliﬀhanger. If you do not like dark, racy romance between your pages this book
is not for you. He Who Is a Protector "You've discovered my weakness, Nalib?""I have the power, Sadik.""That you do.
Be careful how you execute it. I'm an Ellis; abuse of power won't be tolerated.""Only if your authority acts in favor of
my heart."She now has the power, but he remains in control.The Ellis family is in turmoil, facing their most challenging
opponent yet. In addition, there's death, illness, betrayal, confusion, and countless new adjustments the family must
endure. Can Bilan and Sadik's love withstand it all?Bilan has always wanted a family. Sadik proposed his was the one
for her. Even during the Ellis' weakness in trying times, can Bilan use her power to keep them together? Otherwise,
what signiﬁcance does this power hold?In the greatly anticipated conclusion, ﬁnd out what happens when power and
control bind a family.Publisher's Note: He Who Is a Protector is book THREE of a THREE book series. This book contains
angst, violence, profanity, sexually explicit content, and gory material. If any of these elements is not what you prefer
between the pages of a novel, this is not the venture for you. Grace MKT Publishing, LLC Ashira is now in the know of
Jas’ complicated world—or is she? The “construction laborer” is really a wealthy felon with too many inexplicable
circumstances to fathom for her narrow worldviews. But will Jas share more of his complexities? Will Ashira be able to
absorb them with understanding, leaving the judgement behind? Two souls, still galaxies apart, but bound by love. The
unanticipated UFO has collided into her world like a ferocious asteroid. Find out if their unmitigated passion for each
other is enough to ﬂourish in “Grace.” Publisher’s Note: “Grace” is book TWO of a THREE book series. It ends on a
suspenseful CLIFFHANGER. This book contains angst, violence, profanity, sexually explicit content, and potential gory
material. If any of these elements is not what you prefer between the pages of a novel, this is not the venture for you.
Mercy MKT Publishing, LLC Ashira, a belle from the suburbs, is the wealthy acting CEO of her father’s booming building
ﬁrm. That’s when she’s not the dancer on the Gram and TikTok, dating the latest Black Hollywood shooting star. To
her, Jas, a construction laborer, is a walking conundrum. He’s fruitlessly ambitious yet steadfast in his spiritual
convictions. He’s enigmatic, well-read, regimented, and poor. Oh, and a felon. An incredibly disarming parolee who
wants no connection to her. Until he does. Two souls, galaxies apart. He’s an unanticipated UFO about to collide in her
world like an unmitigated asteroid. Publisher’s Note: “Mercy” is book ONE of a THREE book series. It ends on a
suspenseful CLIFFHANGER. This book contains angst, violence, profanity, sexually explicit content, and potential gory
material. If any of these elements is not what you prefer between the pages of a novel, this is not the venture for you.
History of the Old Covenant The Right of Love "After the hot sex comes the real world.""What was that?""My therapist
once said, 'after the hot sex comes the real world. Or in wayward love, the drama is sprinkled in between passionate
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lovemaking'.""That sounds more like one of them novels you like to read.""No. Ours is too hilly to be a traditional
romance story."And it is. Journey the conclusion to Love Belvin's riveting "Wayward Love" series, and see how errant
the path to Isaak and Kennedi's happily ever after is. What is a perfect love story? Does it not include disappointment,
betrayal, distractions, guilt, and anger?Just how much can these two take before they decide the victory of love isn't
worth the pain?Note: This is the ﬁnal installment of a three book series. It contains expletive language, and sexual
content. If you do not wish to have these elements in your reads, this is not the venture for you. He Who Is a Lover Mkt
Publishing Falling in love wasn't the goal. In fact, I didn't think it was possible. That was until Bilan Asad-Yasin turned
out to be more than I anticipated when I ﬁnally decided to explore her that early spring evening. Those curvy thighs,
chiseled cheekbones, auburn freckles, her powerful resilience, and endless intellect. She was a bad decision, this I
knew. She'd be a great risk, this I understood. I was an Ellis man, she'd eventually learn. And she did. That's when she
ran, attempted to escape a world she'd soon have to learn to navigate and survive. Yet, I was not the only one with
esoteric layers. Bilan had her own secrets she kept from me, from the world. Those were the truths I'd use as fetters to
keep her close forever.She'd now assimilated the Ellis world.Publisher's Note: "He Who Is a Lover" is book TWO of a
THREE book series. It ends on a suspenseful CLIFFHANGER. This book contains angst, violence, profanity, sexually
explicit content, and gory material. If any of these elements is not what you prefer between the pages of a novel, this
is not the venture for you. Love Uncharted Love UnCharted is book 3 of the Love's Improbable Possibility series. Rayna
thought her life had been stabilized, in spite of losing her sole source of support. Azmir throws a monkey wrench in her
world, to include himself, but not without exposing a few of his own imperfections. With all the mistakes he makes, he
ﬁnds trying to secure a place in Rayna's heart is no easy feat. He ﬁghts at all cost to remain there, even if it means
removing all competition, including the woman herself, by breaking down the ice-covered walls surrounding her heart.
He Who Is a Friend Mkt Publishing Sadik Ellis blew into my rather insipid world at breakneck speed and with gripping
force. He held all the features: striking feline eyes, golden russet skin, incredible sex appeal, wealth exuding like the
enticing scent of cologne, and mind-blowing determination.He was also trouble from the other side of the tracks,
something I'd sensed. Sadik was an Ellis man with a solid education, his own thriving businesses, and self-obtained
wealth. However, the Ellis family was known for their long underbelly ruling of the state of New Jersey. When Sadik
assured his life was separate of his father's, I believed him each time.I fell completely and dangerously head over heels
for him. And, my God, all the red ﬂags were there. Yet I ignored them all, throwing caution to the winds of naivety just
to add a little spice to my mundane world. A world that will never be the same because I allowed it to be inﬁltrated by
an Ellis. Publisher's Note: "He Who Is a Friend" is book ONE of a THREE book series. It ends on a suspenseful
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CLIFFHANGER. This book contains angst, violence, profanity, sexual explicit content, and gory material. If any of these
elements is not what you prefer between the pages of a novel, this is not the venture for you. Love Delivered
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform His secret is uncovered and motives are disclosed. So now what? Will
Stenton get the favorable results he plotted years ago? Or will he have caused his own exile from Zoey's love? Her life
charted an alternate journey because of unexpected circumstances. Now that Zoey has put together the pieces, how
will she navigate Stenton's obstacles? Find out in Love Delivered. The Prophet Daniel A Key to the Visions and
Prophecies of the Book of Daniel Public Opinion Love Delayed What happens when Zoey Barrett, an ingenuous
Princeton scholar, meets NBA All-star rocker-boy, Stenton Rogers? Zoey has her life all planned out. She's working
hard at her degree and to help her family stay aﬂoat ﬁnancially.Stenton's at the top of his game on the court, but oﬀ,
his life is out of bounds. That is until he happens upon Zoey, who represents something that he's never had-family. Her
world is spun completely out of control when they intersect. Could the lengths he decides to go destroy the future
Stenton desperately desires to have with Zoey?Find out in Love Delayed. The Rhythm of Blues Some believe the old
adage, "where there's smoke, there's ﬁre." Well, in some instances the smoke is just a coverture for secrets. Dark
ones.Ragee is a successful R&B singer, music composer, and actor who shot to fame and celebrity at rocketing speed.
He has the voice, the troubled soul, the seductive look, and the alluring mystique, all of which give him the traditional
packaging of a soulful rhythm and blues singer. But he also has an unshakable stigma attached to his stardom that
won't seem to go away.Wynter Blue thought she was taking control of her world the day she up and quit her job. As a
social service professional, she was done with helping aﬄicted adult men to right their paths in life. She was ready to
live for her. Finally. She wanted to pursue her dreams and stretch the bounds of her creativity.Little did she know, the
day she walked out of her job was the very one she'd run into the shroud of smoke. His smoke. Awfully familiar with
secrets herself, Wynter questions if she can handle Ragee's darkness while trying to bring him into the light of
truth.DISCLAIMER: The Rhythm of Blues is book one of a two-book series. This series is for mature audiences ONLY.
This installment is a full-length novel containing profanity, erotica, and sensitive sexual content. It ends on a
cliﬀhanger. If you do not like dark, racy romance between your pages this literary venture is not for you. Revelation for
Everyone Presbyterian Publishing Corp N. T. Wright has undertaken a tremendous task: to provide guides to all the
books of the New Testament, and to include in them his own translation of the entire text. Each short passage is
followed by a highly readable discussion, with background information, useful explanations and suggestions, and
thoughts as to how the text can be relevant to our lives today. A glossary is included at the back of the book. The
series is suitable for group study, personal study, or daily devotions. Theological Institutes Or, A View of the
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Evidences, Doctrines, Morals and Institutions of Christianity Why Waco? Cults and the Battle for Religious Freedom in
America Univ of California Press The 1993 government assault on the Branch Davidian compound near Waco, Texas,
resulted in the deaths of four federal agents and eighty Branch Davidians, including seventeen children. Whether
these tragic deaths could have been avoided is still debatable, but what seems clear is that the events in Texas have
broad implications for religious freedom in America. James Tabor and Eugene Gallagher's bold examination of the Waco
story oﬀers the ﬁrst balanced account of the siege. They try to understand what really happened in Waco: What
brought the Branch Davidians to Mount Carmel? Why did the government attack? How did the media aﬀect events? The
authors address the accusations of illegal weapons possession, strange sexual practices, and child abuse that were
made against David Koresh and his followers. Without attempting to excuse such actions, they point out that the
public has not heard the complete story and that many media reports were distorted. The authors have carefully
studied the Davidian movement, analyzing the theology and biblical interpretation that were so central to the group's
functioning. They also consider how two decades of intense activity against so-called cults have inﬂuenced public
perceptions of unorthodox religions. In exploring our fear of unconventional religious groups and how such fear
curtails our ability to tolerate religious diﬀerences, Why Waco? is an unsettling wake-up call. Using the events at
Mount Carmel as a cautionary tale, the authors challenge all Americans, including government oﬃcials and media
representatives, to closely examine our national commitment to religious freedom. The Divine Reality God, Islam and
The Mirage of Atheism In The Divine Reality, (Newly Revised Edition 2019) Hamza Andreas Tzortzis provides a
compelling case for the rational and spiritual foundations of Islam, whilst intelligently and compassionately
deconstructing atheism. Join him on an existential, spiritual and rational journey that articulates powerful arguments
for the existence of God, the Qur'an, the Prophethood of Muhammad and why we must know, love and worship God. He
addresses academic and popular objections while showing how contemporary atheism is based on false assumptions
about reality, which leads to incoherent answers to life's important questions. Does hope, happiness and human value
make sense without the Divine?Do we have an ultimate purpose?Can we have consciousness and rational minds
without God?Did the universe come from nothing?Does evil and suﬀering negate Divine mercy?Has scientiﬁc progress
led to the denial of God?Are revelation and prophethood myths?Is God worthy of our worship?If you want to know how
the Islamic intellectual and spiritual tradition answers these questions then this is the book for you.Hamza Andreas
Tzortzis's new book presents a much needed comprehensive account of Islamic theism that draws upon Western and
Islamic thought. Hamza Tzortzis is an international speaker, writer and instructor. He has a PgCert and an MA in
philosophy and is currently continuing his postgraduate studies in the ﬁeld. Hamza has studied Islamic thought and
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theology under qualiﬁed scholars. He has delivered workshops and courses on topics related to Islamic thought and
philosophy. Hamza has debated prominent academics and thinkers on Islam and atheism. The Quran and the Secular
Mind A Philosophy of Islam Routledge This book is concerned with the rationality and plausibility of the Muslim faith
and the Qur'an, and in particular how they can be interrogated and understood through Western analytical philosophy.
It also explores how Islam can successfully engage with the challenges posed by secular thinking. The Quran and the
Secular Mind will be of interest to students and scholars of Islamic philosophy, philosophy of religion, Middle East
studies, and political Islam. An Introduction to the Study of the Gospels Love's Inconvenient Truth Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform What can Elle Jarreau, a seasoned woman with a skewed view on love, learn about
the verity of fairy tales from a man nine years her junior? Apparently a thing or two. "I don't believe in fairy tales; only
acquainted with reality. I understand there are people who are genetically damaged in the womb. Some of these
people, like me, are destined to be alone. We're too strong willed; our power too potent and can destroy all around if
wielded." Jackson Q. Hunter isn't your average 26 year old. Forced to be a man before his time by his well-connected,
extremely resourceful, and very wealthy father, Jackson is especially conversant on commitment and crowning a
woman. "Fairy tales don't always have to be a forsaken concept. Sometimes it's a matter of viewing it from the right
perspective. Sometimes you have to simply choose a more suitable illustrator. Even we haunted cynics can ﬁnd
liberation in the mendacity of fairy tales. Sounds like your demons would ﬁt nicely in my haunted closet with the rest
of my iniquities." As secrets are unveiled and nightmares illuminated, see what they learn about self-acceptance and
self-forgiveness when they ﬁnd redemption through their mirrored self-exiled darkness. What the Bible Teaches What
the Bible Teaches is a classic volume that provides numerous outlined studies of what the Bible has to say on over ﬁfty
major doctrines of the Bible. The work examines what the Bible teaches about God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit, man, angels,
Satan, prayer, worship, faith, and more. In this work, Torrey has made an attempt at a careful, unbiased study and
statement of biblical truth, based upon a careful study of the original text. Beginning with one or more Scripture
references as a starting point, these studies furnish a thorough analysis of a speciﬁc doctrinal truth. This orderly,
systematic and thorough handbook is ideal for use as a reference work or in devotional study. It has been completely
reformatted and the language has been updated to provide a useable study reference book for today s students of the
Bible. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved. Man Swappers A Novel Simon and Schuster Disturbingly sexy and
devilishly delicious, Man Swappers explores the taboo topic of women openly sharing other women’s men. A titillating
story of sibling rivalry gone haywire, will thrill readers to a whole new level of satisfaction. Bombshell sisters Porsha,
Persia, and Paris do everything together. They work hard, travel far, and are always on the prowl for their next
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relationship. Getting attention from attractive men has never been a problem for these vixens. But there’s a catch: you
date one sister, you date them all. So what happens when two of the sisters secretly break the rules to get one of the
men all to themselves? And what happens when they ﬁnd out it’s the same man? The Truth of Christianity; Being an
Examination of the More Important Arguments for and Against Believing in that Religion Embracing the Law Reading
Doctrine and Covenants 42 The Left of Love She's from a lakeside suburb, padded by two parents, an overindulgent
godmother, and all the amenities of aﬄuence they can provide her. But that's not enough. Kennedi wants to
experience the full beneﬁts of her femininity at the tender age of twenty-one, a task she takes on at college, and one
she's more than determined to fulﬁll.He's an aspiring entertainer from the dark side of the inner city. Survival for Isaak
is very much an option he plans to conquer. He has to make it out of his impossible circumstances, and sacriﬁce is
deﬁnitely the name of the game, even if it means running the risk of sacriﬁcing one of the most delicate and positively
inﬂuential bonds he's ever made.A social experiment has never been so revealing and frightening for either one of
these unassuming individuals. How could two people from the starkest contrast of rearing build an impenetrable bond
in just three months? How long will it take for them to dig through their diﬀerences to understand those forces that
connect them? At what cost will they ﬁnd harmony to coexist?Note: This is the ﬁrst installment of a three book series.
It contains expletive language, sexual content, and ends on a cliﬀhanger. If you do not wish to have these elements in
your reads, this is not the venture for you. The Christian ministry Love in the Red Zone "Trinity?"He devised a speciﬁc
road map of how they'd carry out their covenant-without input from her. She determined she needed to chart a new
course in order to stay true to herself. Perhaps Ezra has been wrong about his gift from above. Maybe Lex has bitten
oﬀ more than she can chew. At this fork in the road will they continue their detour, or will they ﬁnd middle ground and
a covenant that keeps them bonded for life?Disclaimer: This series is for mature audiences ONLY. There are three
installments to the "Love Unaccounted" series. This installment is a full-length novel that contains profanity, erotica,
acts of bondage, domination, and violence. If you do not like dark, racy romance between your pages this book is not
for you. Family-Based Youth Ministry InterVarsity Press Mark DeVries oﬀers an approach that brings teens into one-toone relationship with older Christians; involves the whole church family from singles to seniors; and frees pastors and
leaders from worrying about attendance, budget and competition with other programs. Sumerian Roots of JarediteDerived Names and Terminology in the Book of Mormon Jaredite Names and Terminology in the Book of Mormon have
been identiﬁed to a Mesoamerican construction of compound words originating from ancient Sumerian this bridge we
call home radical visions for transformation Routledge More than twenty years after the ground-breaking anthology
This Bridge Called My Back called upon feminists to envision new forms of communities and practices, Gloria E.
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Anzaldúa and AnaLouise Keating have painstakingly assembled a new collection of over eighty original writings that
oﬀers a bold new vision of women-of-color consciousness for the twenty-ﬁrst century. Written by women and men-both "of color" and "white"--this bridge we call home will challenge readers to rethink existing categories and invent
new individual and collective identities. History of Western Philosophy Collectors Edition Routledge Now in a special
gift edition, and featuring a brand new foreword by Anthony Gottlieb, this is a dazzlingly unique exploration of the
works of signiﬁcant philosophers throughout the ages and a deﬁnitive must-have title that deserves a revered place on
every bookshelf. What Work Is Knopf Winner of the National Book Award in 1991 “This collection amounts to a hymn of
praise for all the workers of America. These proletarian heroes, with names like Lonnie, Loo, Sweet Pea, and Packy,
work the furnaces, forges, slag heaps, assembly lines, and loading docks at places with unglamorous names like Brass
Craft or Feinberg and Breslin’s First-Rate Plumbing and Plating. Only Studs Terkel’s Working approaches the pathos
and beauty of this book. But Levine’s characters are also signiﬁcant for their inner lives, not merely their jobs. They
are unusually artistic, living ‘at the borders of dreams.’ One reads The Tempest ‘slowly to himself’; another ponders a
diagonal chalk line drawn by his teacher to suggest a triangle, the roof of a barn, or the mysterious separation of ‘the
dark from the dark.’ What Work Is ranks as a major work by a major poet . . . very accessible and utterly American in
tone and language.” —Daniel L. Guillory, Library Journal Chiasmus in Antiquity Wipf and Stock Publishers The Swords of
Shule Jaredite Land Northward Chronology, Geography, and Culture in Mesoamerica The Olmec civilization has long
been considered to be the Jaredite civilization. New evidence is presented here that provides a reliable correlation of
chronology between Mesoamerican archaeology and the Jaredite timeline. New etymological and scientiﬁc evidence
now provides a method of establishing a more detailed geography of the ¿land northward¿ referred to throughout the
Book of Mormon, the Old World point of departure of the Jaredites, and Olmec cultural elements reﬂected in the Book
of Mormon text. Love Redeemed CreateSpace Love Redeemed - the conclusion of the of the Love's Improbable
Possibility series: Life's complicated... Life's not fair... All is fair in love and war... Find out in this riveting conclusion
how Rayna reconciles her inability to trust and willingness to explore love in ways she thought she wasn't worthy of.
See love redeemed for someone who thought it was not in the cards. Also, experience Azmir's lessons on love,
forgiveness, and acceptance as his world is transformed to include a life partner. The Rhyme of Love Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform She hates secrets. He despises gray areas. But his sent her away without answers.
Will Wynter's rhythm of blues keep her from experiencing the relationship budding between the two? Or will Ragee
cleanse himself of the demons and teach her the rhyme of love? Find out in the spellbinding conclusion of the "Love in
Rhythm & Blues" series. DISCLAIMER: The Rhyme of Love is book two of a two-book series. This series is for mature
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you do not like dark, racy romance between your pages, this literary venture is not for you.
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